
CITY OF BERKLEY
COMMUNITY CENTER UTILIZATION

RESIDENT SURVEY

The 2014 Facility Assessment Survey commissioned by the City of Berkley confirmed that the
Community Center, Ice Arena and City Hall structures, including the electrical, heating and cooling
systems, have outlived their useful life. As systems continue to age and tail, the city must identify
specific short term and long term steps that are required to ensure its tacilities are both functional
and safe.

In some cases, such as City Hall, Public Works and Public Safety, repairs, renovations and upgrades
are appropriate. In others, such as the Community Center and ice arena, architects and building
engineers recommend replacement based on structural defects that cannot be repaired or
otherwise addressed by system upgrades or renovation. At this time, the Community Center, ice
arena and City Hall are of greatest concern. The survey questions, however, relate to the
Community Center and ice arena only.

To help determine the most appropriate course of action, Berkley residents are encouraged to
participate in this survey designed to obtain feedback about resident access and use of the
Community Center and ice arena facilities. Please answer the questions below so that an action
plan can be developed to ensure city services are provided in energy efficient, safe and accessible
environments.

COMMUNITY CENTER & ICE ARENA: After 42 years ot continuous operation, the ice arena was closed
for the foreseeable future due to a coolant leak under the concrete floor. Architects reaffirmed that
attempts to renovate the arena would be futile given the age and current state of the building
foundation and cooling systems.

The cost to rebuild the Community Center and ice arena is estimated at roughly $16 million. This
would include iwo sheets of ice, new locker facilities, recreation space, reception and administrative
offices as well as design and construction management services. The ice arena has the potential to
provide greater revenue generating opportunities to help offset some maintenance and staff related
costs for the facility.

COMMUNITY CENTER UTILIZATION - RESIDENT SURVEY

1. Are you a Berkley resident? lEl YES lEl NO

2. It yes, please provide your address below.

3. How many people currently live in your household?
Children Adults Age 60+

(under age 17) (age 18-59) (age 60 and up)
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COMMUNITY CENTER UTILIZATION - RESIDENT SURVEY

4. Over the last 2 years, how often have you or your family
visited the following facilities?

5. The Community Center could be rebuilt to accommodate several indoor recreation activities and
services and we would like your thoughts about what is the best fit for our community. Please

or disagreement with the following ideas for theindicate share your level of agreement
Community Center:

Berkley Community Center should offer: Strongly
Agree

Neither
Agree or Strongly

Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree

Basketball/Volleyball Courts El El El El El

Indoor Soccer El El El El El

Walking Track El El El El El

Exercise Equipment El El El El El

An Ice Hockey Rink El El El El El

Indoor Baseball Practice Area El El El El El

Meeting Rooms El El El El El

Multipurpose Rooms El El El El El

Spaces Dedicated To Children Ages Five
AndUnder El El El El El

Spaces Dedicated To Grade School Youth El El El El El

TeenRoom El El El El El

Kitchenette & Banquet Space For Rent El El El El El

Charging Stations For Electric Vehicles El El El El El

6. What other activities do you suggest tor the Berkley Community Center?

7. Given your preferences above, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the
following statements.

Neither
Strongly Agree or Strongly
Agree

-

Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree

I would support a bond!Millage to rebuild El El El El
the Ice Arena and Community Center.

I would support a bond/Millage to expand El El El El El
the community center without an ice Arena.

I would support a bond/millage. El El El El El

8. If you do not support a bond/millage, briefly indicate your reason(s) in the space provided below:

Never times

Community Center El El El El
IceArena El El El El

1-5 6-10 More
times than 10
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Berkley Community Center Utilization - Resident Survey

First Question: Are you a Berkey resident?

QUESTION # 7

Response
Percent
967%
3.3%

answered question
skíped question

Response
Count
1743
60

1803
6

Answer Options

Yes
No

First Question: Are you a Berkley resident?

-

100.0% 1 —

40.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

Yes
No



Berkley Community Center Utilization - Resident Survey

Please provide your address and street name.

Response
Answer Options

Count
1578

answered question 1578
skipped question 231

QUESTION #2
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QUESTION # 6

Berkley Community Center Utilization - Resident Survey

What other suggested activities do you have for the Berkley Community Center?

Answer Options
Response

Count
664

answered question 664
skioped question 1145

Response Text
Update the facility.
Hopefully after the survey you will have a good idea as to what will benefit the most residents! Bring close
to my house, I would love to utilize it!
Dog park or area
A dog park would be a nice thing to have here in Berkley since everyone owns dogs...
Continued offerings of things like yoga, tai chi. I would suggest enough spaces to run activities
simultaneously
Racketball/Walleyball courts (volleyball in a racketball sized room). One or more of these can also be

used as a small basketball courts. These be rented out to both resident and non-resident players for a fee.
Warren racket club did this and can be seen as an example by the committee. I have no idea how
profitable it is. They also built an outdoor ice rink right near this facility. These are just ideas and/or
suggestions.
Anything that would generate revenue.
We know it got voted down before, but we would love to see a pool built.
a gym for all ages, but at different times.(set times, for each age group)
Controlled pool tables and ping pong tables
Swimming pool
Would like to see a full gym center for adults and seniors.
Thanks!
Pool
The ice arena needs to stay an ice arena. Nothing else.

Space and be used so that ALL residents and be able to utilize it. Keep a senior room, but make sure all
the other areas are not just geared toward youth and sports. Most people don’t workout or play sports.
Sports for youth is covered at the schools and they have playgrounds and sports fields at the schools and
Parks. Please keep ita space for the majority not just children and hockey. Ithinkan outdoor pool works
be great for everybody to enjoy in the summer. The ice arena was supposed to be self sustaining and that
did not work please don’t throw good money after bad! Think wifi, gathering place, ballroom dance nights,

ice cream socials, living room with tv’s, teen dances, all done on a regular basis (drop in). All to foster a
community type feel, not just sports for the few. I do not support rebuilding the ice arena. I do sorry
rebuilding the community center. If they are out together I will vote NO!!! Thank you

A swimming poo1 or use of huntington woods
None
Splash Pad or Community Pool
I feel a swimming pool is needed, and would be used much mote than a ice rink. Disappointed that a
swimming pooi is not on the list.
Bocci courts
Keep horseshoe available.

Community pool for use by city residents. Would be willing to pay annual membership fee for facility use.
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QUESTION # 6

I’m not a soccer guy but far more people play soccer today than skate. No walking track because you have
the school track right next door. No exercise equipment because the school has a exercise area for use
Would like also a outdoor swimming pool like huntington woods but a ice rink for hockey would be priority.
I feel its time to rebuild for the future since Berkley is a great city with the population growing!
Bring first class facilities to Berkley! Our children and community will all benefit!
Berkley needs a large meeting space! The high school auditorium and collaborative center aren’t always
available. It could be the basketball court if dividers were incorporated to make for smaller places or could
be used as large space.
Incorporate solar/wind energy features
How about a senior center
Walking clubs, areas for seniors, dog park
senior activity - love the programs for children - they are so important.
Keep and improve senior center! outside ice arena and outside swimming pool
Multipurpose Family Center.
outdoor pool w/family area like huntington woods. walk into it. senior friendly activities/access,
nice space to rent for parties
Meeting center dedicated to city activities such as political / community activities - that affect resident
problems/taxes/bonds etc.
canine training and dog park (paid by permit) and or key to locks annually as additional city revenue
I know it may be stretching it but pool?
We feel the ice arena is too important to the community to have a center without one. Exercise equipment
is available at the high school. There are many places in the community for preschool and grade school
children. The ice arena is unique and not available anywhere else in Berkley. We have been amazed at
how many students attend Berkley Bears Hockey games-it is an important event to the students and needs
to be continued.
Combine things-look at Salter Center RO - efficient design - do we have available children to use the
facility?
Expand ice arena to attract more youth/adult recreational hockey
Many of these activities are provided by Berkley schools who recently passed a large bond issue. Others
are available to the seniors hear at the Towers.
Group(s) for new residents
Group(s) for at home moms with kids
An indoor racquetball court to use in in climate weather.
Swimming pool/water park
I am extremely saddened by the state of the ice rink it was a deciding factor in the purchase of our home.
Both my children and their cousins all went to learn to skate there because it was so close. Ice
hockey/being a goalie is a major part of my son’s life not having access to the home rink severely affected
his season. We are now considering our options for the next 4 years, which may include finding a home
closer to our next ice rink because our son has high hopes of skating in college and maybe beyond you
never know. Berkley decision to add these condos, the antiquated community center with few services that
interested my family or enough participation to support those programs, and now the failure of the ice rink
have left me with much less pride in my home (for now)
The bottom line is I want the ice rink back, it seems ridiculous that it was allowed to get to the laughing
stock it became at the end
none at this time
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QUESTION # 6

We would like to see an outdoor pool in our community. It is a physical activity that almost everyone can
participate in. Being a walkable community, it’s accessible to almost anyone and almost anyone can
participate. Swimming is a lifelong physical activity that all can benefit from. We support our ice hockey
rink, but it is not something that everyone can or will use. You won’t see many seniors ice skating, but you
will see seniors participate in swimming and aqua aerobics.

We would also like to see weekly physical and social activities for toddlers that occur outside of normal
business hours. Between the Library and the Community Center, there has not been one activity that we
could do with our two-year old on a weekly, ongoing basis. It is really disappointing that our community
does not recognize and support families where both parents work full time. It’s not uncommon. Working
parents enjoy participating in activities with their growing children as well.
A nice sitting area for teens, seniors, everyone, with sofas a snack room with vending machines and
coffee. It would be similar to a universities student union.
Pool!!!!!!U!
needs to be rebuilt
Gymnastics room that is open for “open gym” time for youth and gymnastics lessons.
It would also be FABULOUS to have a community pool.
I am new to the area so I am not sure of what exists, but here’s some thoughts Theater for stage and
movie. “Retired Room” (similar to the Teen Room but for the other end of the spectrum). Pool.
Indoor tennis courts, pickleball courts, ping pong
It should be sold. Government has no Iegitmate function in offering this service at taxpayer expense. Like
when the owner of a classic car decides to sell, however, he may or may not choose to sell to the highest
bidder. If he City feels that the community center should be cared for and updated they may wish to sell to
someone with that stated goal, but either way after the sale the city should wash it hands of it altogether.
Once expenses related to the facility has been paid, if any money remains from the sale it should be given
back to the taxpayers.
Build a pool
We’re hockey fans and (were) frequent open skate attendees, so as long as a sheet of ice is present
somewhere within city limits, we’ll be thrilled. Thank you!
US FIRST Robotics activities. Remote control models. Participation can be contributed by entire families,
clubs, groups, field trips, etc. Develop skills needed for survey drones with cameras for surveying rugged
terrain, searching for lost campers, hikers, fishermen, livestock, delivering parcels, finding criminals, plus
more. Operating remote controlled models is tricky and requires practice.
Continued use of the space for community classes such as Zumba. Perhaps expand this to include square
dancing and contra dancing which is currently held in other cities in the area. I would like to see a monthly
game night I euchre tournament. Perhaps monthly flea markets in the summer with low cost tables for
residents.
Future plans for a pool complex and a center like Huntington Woods would be great.
Sports are fine, but I’d rather see programs more geared towards the arts (theatre, music, dance, visual
art). It seems that schools already do so much to support althleticism.
Pool
Specialty classes and group meetings
Indoor pool for use all year
Indoor baseball area

a nice community center for small parties is a nice idea- and somewhere that is safe and fun for children
and teens to go- I also like the idea of adult volleyball courts- would be great to have so close by!
If the facilities are for Berkley residents only , then I’m for it. Huntington woods does it right with there rec
center
A community swimming pool similar to those in surrounding communities.
Dog park
Community Pool
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QUESTION # 6

an indoor Running track, and a pool.
A community pool and! or splash pad assessible to residents (perhaps grant to families needing financial
assistance pending payment is required). Berkley losses money to the RO YMCA, Oak Park, and BHAC
for pool time; surrounding areas have a community poor which is a HUGE community inclusion and
revenue generator.
I think you touched all of the areas. We just need a safe place for the kids and seniors to be able to go do
and not worry about our safety
I would Love Berkley to have a community pool.
I like what it adds to the community now as it is. I like that it is multi purpose, and flexible, ie not just for
kids, mote universal flexible and adult. The ice rink I believe makes it unique and gives Berkley a bit of an
identity.
Pool
Yoga
pool
A multipurpose gym space woukd be great!
Fitness rooms
Maybe other activities that could work in conjunction with the school district to help build the idea of a
community center from an early age. Maybe facilities that would allow for field trips with the elementary
schools and and hands on classes with the middle/high school.
This facility should be for the use of Berkley residents only. We should use the model that Huntington
Woods has for this Center. If we need to suppliment it’s annual budget by renting out the soccer field
and/or the ice rink fine. BUT DO NOT MAKE IT OPEN TO THE PUBILC.

Activities/classes for young children that take place on the weekend. Programs during the middle of the
weekdays are impossible to attend, as parents are working and children are in school or daycare. We’ve
been interested in quite a few programs but haven’t been able to attend due to the scheduling of the same.
An outdoor pool
I can’t think of anything at the present time.
Various activities like fitness & fun classes, yoga, dance, etc.
Water park and other attractions that increase the community amenities available. Missing opportunities to
capture fitness needs of the community.
Tennis bubble
Climbing wall, senior center (gathering space, etc), computer and/or enhanced wifi availability for
residents, trampoline “park”, softball practice area
The rink was an absolute dump, no loss to the city. The entire community center is outdated, should be
torn down and rebuilt.
Pool
if an ice rink , there are never any open skating hours that are available at night
yoga, zumba, dance, group fitness, art classes
Senior Citizen room for activities
Our city needs a Berkley Community Swimming Pool
We have a good recreational program the space needs to be more functual. Our hockey team doesn’t
need to pay other cities for lcetime. Build up on ice arena and make a run-walk track around the top above
the ice. Combine both buildings together or arena and a bigger community building.
none
An indoor track would be absolutely wonderful!! A nice center to build community while promoting health
and weliness would be incredibly ideal! :)
Outdoor patio area, with picnic tables, that could be rentable
Exercise classes.Baffing cages Baseball/Softball
still do income taxes yearly
exercise room
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QUESTION # 6

An ice arena that be used in the off months for other recreation sports. I was a Zamboni driver for

Southfield for a few years and a few of the sports played on the ice arena surface in the off season include

lacrosse, pickleball, soccer, ultimate frisbee. With today’s rink technology you could also run an ice arena

year round. However, I don’t know if there would be enough demand to be worth maintaining a rink year
round (with competition like Suburban and and Troy so close).
Space for senior citizens
Low impact exercise/aerobics

A better summer camp program for kids. Not happy with how the camp is run.
Golf simulator, Curling, Indoor horseshoes, Slot Car track, Archery, Roller Skating, Skateboarding.
enlarge public computer availability like at library
I believe it is not necessary to add amenities the city already has (track, weight gym, etc).
Splash park
A swimming pool
Space with woodworking, laser cutting machines, etc. for use for the community.
I really like the idea of exercise facilities, perhaps with activities and an area for kids to go as well, when
mom or dad are excercising. You could do like the Warren, Ml community center and charge an affordable

monthly fee for use of the facilities and childcare.
none
Rock climbing wall, outdoor sporting equipment rental, fitness classes, art classes
How much will it cost residents to then use the facilities? I can’t afford it now.
I believe everything has been covered
Kitchen facilities for the meeting rooms, multi-purpose rooms. All of the items on the list above seem like
good ideas. It doesn’t sound like a new rink will happen in Berkley and that’s too bad. I’m a former figure

skater and would have liked to take my 3 yr olds to Berkley Rink. However, there are a lot of other rinks in
the area. I hope the Berkley Bears Hockey team has somewhere to call ‘home.’
Dog agility course / training
Racquetball
N/A
None at this time, I truly believe with Berkley being such a close knit community that we need a community

center for everyone to be able to access and have multiple uses.
Arts and crafts and cooking classes for adults
Family Movie nights all year long - upgrade the vending areas to include healthy choices vending
machines and offer concessions at peak times... floor hockey league(divide rink into 2 halves, 4 teams can
play at once, 14 and older one night a week, eye protection, mouth guards required...Better safe then
sorry Adult nights (alcohol nights possibly) - Large Euchre tournaments, Euchre leagues all benefiting a
needy family in our community. The great thing about Berkley is we do come together for others in

need...Imagine after a few short years bringing the community together more often for others what
unbreakable bond Berkley residents might feel...
Olympic style speed ice skating track

I think we should either re-invest our tax dollars into fixing the ice rink. If that isn’t feasible then I believe it

should be turned into a walking track and if there is room offer people the use of exercise equipment in a
designated area. Residents should be charged an annual membership for the use of the facilities but I

don’t believe that the fee should be unreasonably high for the residents. Multipurpose rooms could be

tented out for special events or have the city sponsor different events that could be held there.
I like a community center idea with recreation, but most importantly hockey. Ice time is hard to come by
and I would like a place closer to home to take my children to play.
Sell it to a private company for profit
indoor/outdoor dog play area
We would like to see a pool table and ping-pong tables. An occasional family movie night would be fun.
Also include ammenties such as a cafe/food/concessions area and a lounge with WiFi, a large screen TV
w/cable, music jukebox/sound system, and phone charging stations.
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Senior Citizen Center
The ice arena is an important part of our community and needs to be brought back.
Weights and other fitness center
Better playground for kids. Coveted pick nick area. Drinking fountain.
Art room. Kiln.
Place for movie nights.
Pool would probably more popular then ice rink.
Indoor/outdoor pools
swimming pool; pool tables; table tennis
Yoga room

My son used the facility numerous times last year in the baseball training area. It was great. While my
son is not playing travel baseball this coming year, I am still hoping that he gets the benefit of it as the
spring approaches. Also, I would love to see some sort of basketball type facility for the kids.
A Community Swimming Pool would be nice.
Dog park and community pool
Large space for a stronger Parks and Rec indoor athletics program, indoor tennis courts
Just leave it as it is.
Several rooms allowing for various classes for all ages.
Teens and youths have activity rooms at school..they dont need additional rooms at extra cost.
You just about covered everything, pool would be great.
Get rid of ice arena but remodel community center
Outdoor public swimming pool, rock climbing wall! boulder wall,
A place for families to hang out and exercise, possibly café (snacks and drinks).
I guess I would just suggest looking at other community centers and see what has worked for them.
Craft Shows, community events, fundraisers, INDOOR DRONE/QUADCOPTER FLYING CLUBS OR
TIMES
Senior Citizen Gathering space/activities center
Senior services & activity room, concession stand, pool table, ping pong table, horse shoe pits, tether ball,
etc.
Ping pong table
Activities & Classes for Seniors
Have programs dedicated to senior citizens.
It would be nice if a track is put in to be able to run and walk on it.
Sr. Center, A pool for water aerobics for Sr’s. We have a pool at the high school but you can’t use it all the
time.
Pool would be nice but there isn’t enough space available.
Pool.
Continuation of Berkley Parks and Rec Summer Camp. While my kids are grown, this resource was so
incredibly valuable to me when they were young.
A swimming pool for lap swim, hydrofit, and a splash pad
swimming pool (outdoors)
public events,
inside/outdoor aquatic center
Pool!
Build a community pool and recreation area
N/A
Indoor tennis courts. Fitness classes. Spinning classes on indoor bikes
Outdoor pool to enhance our community like Huntington Woods and Pleasant Ridge.
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I would like a City pool. This is something that all members of the community could access and enjoy
similar to Huntington Woods, Oak Park and Southfield. This would also employ local teens as life guards.
Pool passes would be sold to residents covering the cost and bringing in revenue. More residents would
access this than a Ice Arena. The summer camps would not have to walk all the way to the high school
they could walk next door like they do in Huntington Woods. The city pool would be an asset to the
families in the community and our families would not have to go to the Huntington Woods facilities any
longer.
Outside splash pad. Space for farm market.
Field turf for football/soccer/field hockey/lacrosse

Pool/splash pad

Pool tables/fooseball/ping pong tables

The above pretty well covers the flurry of activities Berkley needs.
A Dog Park
Adult Kickball, adult activities/meet and greet

Visual art facilities, computer lab usable for senior citizens and homework. Incorporate local mural artists
and tile installations and other artwork created through partnership with Berkley School District. Create a
donor wall or walkway used as an ongoing fundraiser that could be a tribute or memorial.

Swimming (I know. Already voted down).
In general, we need a more cohesive, modern facility. I’d like to see any new building aspire LEED
certification as well.
Outdoor swimming.
splash pad
That is all
Tear it down, no need for a community center paid for from tax money
indoor pool
I agree with all of the above suggested activities. In addition to these, 1 also think there needs to be a
Senior Citizen area.
Swimming pool but that’s probably prohibitively expensive!
If a hockey rink is done, can we have it double as a curling club. Could be big revenue and get more use
out of the facility.

I think the Community center should continue to focus on bringing the community together with many
indoor facilities/opportunities particularly for families. We raised our kids here and have loved the
community. Our only regret is that we don’t have more communal space in our city. We love the
Huntington Woods rec center but don’t want to live in Huntington Woods.
The senior center in Berkley is very sad compared to the Royal Oak Senior Center, the community center
needs to either combine with the community center or provide more senior friendly activities. I really cant
tell the two apart anyway, which door is which, what does our senior center even provide. Nothing that I
know of.
Indoor pool
Something for other than children and seniors - a completely ignored demographic in Berkley.
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These are all good ideas. I believe that having a space to rent will not only be more beneficial to residents
and non-residents alike, but will be added revenue to the City of Berkley over time. It is also a good idea
for Berkley to look towards the future of renewable energy... despite what our overly conservative
residents may believe. Berkley has to be a city for the future, and that is an excellent step.

I also want to take this opportunity to state my opinion on two matters. First off, these overly large houses
that are being crammed into small lots are making the city lose it’s charm and it’s capability to be a starter
family community where their kids will greatly benefit from Berkley’s amazing school system. Secondly,
residents of Greenfield are residents of the city, as well. Please treat us as such.

Thank you. Please keep up the good work.
Make it more community friendly. Open to groups such as quilters/sewers, womens groups etc.
Would like to see high school students/seniors working there as some kind of program as part of their
curriculum for school credits!/ also something for the aging grandparents/elderly. lam getting older also
and it would be a very thoughtful and wise to recognize our elderly! Let’s try to accomplish this and try
to stay on budget also!
Locker room, sauna, classroom, city offices, community garden.
I would like an updated community center with a gym and fitness equipment with a child care center to
watch the children while parents workout also a community outdoor pool would be extremely useful in the
summer.
Community gym needed
I dont want to lose what we have but we are a small community so I think we need to keep that in mind
when going forward not for what we need right now but to look towards the future.
Pool, other than just the highschool.
Keep it maintained
-Turn it into a mixed use environment: Adult re-training center, educational classes, volunteer meeting
space, exercise space, and meeting rooms.

It would be great if we could have a fenced area for a dog park! I would be willing to pay something to be
part of a system for a dog park. So many people have dogs here but dogs aren’t allowed at the Berkley
parks. That would be EXTREMELY helpful. ..THANK YOU!
Since you have chosen to offer no services or activities for seniors in the future I must oppose all of the
above STRONGLY!!!
Flea markets, craft shows, farmers markets, open ice skating, horseshoes, dancing & music, of course
Berkley Days & other city celebrations, perhaps car shows (hot rods, classics, etc.), swap meets. Things
to get lots of people to come to create revenue at fair fees.
outdoor swimming pool!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
pool???
Indoor pool?
Are center like Huntington woods, which has a nice mix use gym and lots of meeting/activity rooms.
Outside Horseshoe pits
Pool or splash pad
Pool
We need the more stuff for our youth!
Outdoor pool!!!!
Combine Library w/community center or a Library outpost. Also combine city offices, other activities;
theater class, sports class, card tournaments, computer class including pinterest (how to) and other
computer how to’s. Have organized clubs. Have party packages for facility & ice arena. Longer hours of
operation for events.

swimming pool for competitive swimming. Program/youth Accommodate activities for seniors 60+ and up
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Outdoor pool
Recreation room
A community pool and how about a basketball court for the kids!!
Pool
Turf the rink for all sports training
Pool/splash pad
Any chance we could make it a community pool?
Indoor/outdoor pool baseball training facility
N/a
Pool
A residents only outdoor pool area
A swimming pool or splash park
Not sure if this suggestion is appropriate for this survey but a community pool would be a great addition to
our city.
Events where we can meet our neighbors. Or block party sign ups. I’d love to feel like more of a member of
the community.
Indoor area of artificial turf for multiple type of sports
Would like to see indoor area of artificial turf for football, soccer, lacrosse, etc.
An outdoor pool.
Indoor or outdoor swimming
I would love to see family gathering spaces with pool tables, dart boards, a library of board games that can
be checked out, etc. for things to do on rainy weekends. Community family nights with games and movies
would be a blast. Euchre/poker tournaments.
I think indoor soccer is potentially a huge revenue opportunity with how popular it is. There isn’t a place
nearby to play, but there are plenty of ice arenas in oak park, bham, ro, and troy. Vollyball is also very
popular now, but that could be played at the high school.

Instead of creating a gym at the community center, we should increase the availability of the high school
gym and promote it better. There’s no need to duplicate those resources when the high school fitness
center is so underutilized (and closed on holidays, weekend afternoons, and snow days).
If you do add exercise equipment I would suggest that you make it the community work out facility (and not
use the High School equipment). Charge people who would like to use equipment on an annual basis (like
Berkley currently does).
Pool, splash pad
I would love to see a space for rent for showers, bday parties. Also a space that would be nice for seniors
to gather and get to meet other seniors (cards, chess or checker matches, lunches. I do like the teen
center as it gives kids a place to connect.
Outdoor pool and splash pad like Huntington Woods. CM services should be a midsized firm and
construction labor should utilize union labor as a result of observations of site appearances and safety
incidents on the school renovations.
Outdoor pool
Outside dog park
Community Center with an outdoor pool.
Our community needs a community pool (kinda like HWoods)...
Auditorium for live theater or musical performances!
Outdoor swimming pool
Pool or splash pad?
An adjacent dog park.
Indoor water park
Rock climbing wall? :-)
Keep horseshoes
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I think basketball and recreation room with ping pong, pool table, air hockey. Maybe a room with couches
and comfortable selling to encourage teens to meet and have game consoles and wifi.
Outdoor splash pad for children in the summer. Pool(s) would be ideal but not likely.
Splash pad
A pool and real recreation center.
I honestly didn’t know we had a community center...
A stage area for local play production/dance recitals.

Swimming pool!
Adult sports
Work out room for Berkley residents no charge
“Ice Hockey Rink” should just be “Ice Rink” - it’s not just for hockey, but also figure skating, open skate,
etc. If it’s just going to be for hockey, then it’s not worth it to me. Swimming pool would be nice, since the
HS pool has very limited hours and is pretty cold.
Activity rooms that have sinks and areas to do painting, knitting groups, crafts etc.
If you’re tearing the building down, how about a “Dog Park”
Pickle-ball courts incorporated with the gym facility
Swimming pool, please!
Indoor gun range

As much as I would love to see the ice arena, my thoughts are that the space can be used for so many
other activities instead of just an ice arena. I would also approve a millage to open a new facility that could
house as many of these options as possible! (If that could be an option!) I would love to see a pool and a
also a place for the Steelers to practice football (even thou I am not involved with them anymore!)
Community pool

We need to compete with Huntington Woods and Pleasant Ridge. We REALLY need to build a NICE
community pool complex. This may increase property taxes, but if you haven’t noticed, people are paying
$400k+ for houses in Berkley, aka - the new Birmingham. I think peopel can afford it. Everyone will
benefit from this build - whether its from property values going up, or for family enjoyment.
Indoor soccer would be a great fit for this space.
Spaces dedicated to Seniors’ activities as in the past.
To build a outdoor pool for the City.
Very strongly request an indoor and/or outdoor community pool!
Offer more classes at various times.
Have staff be more friendly.
Cleaner bathrooms.
Make it like the HW rec center
I Would like to see an outdoor water park. A pool or at least a “wet zone”.
Using the facility as a modern multi-use community rec area (hopefully to include an area for basketball
practice/games) and an opportunity to provide a revenue generating area (meeting space, gathering
space, kid party space) I think would be ideal.
Ice skating and hockey
If you are not going to keep it an ice rink, then something similar to what Huntington Woods has would be
a nice addition
Something for the seniors in the community would be nice.
Having a liquor license would help if looking for a business partnership
Please do not duplicate the facilities we already have such as sports facilities at the public schools. The
same thing applies to the community center facilities.

An indoor track is the best use to get people walking for free and at night especially since we have
Michigan weather!
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I would still like to see the adult exercise programs continue.
Space dedicated to multigeneration services not just 5& under, youth groups or teens but for family
activities & for seniors (who like the 5 & under group need daytime to mid-day service hours).
It would also be nice to have a community pool.
Swimming pool indoor and outdoor.
I would love it if Berkley had a pool.
A pool!

Rebuild the ice arena, it is valuabTe. Other cities built ice arenas because they saw what we did early on.
Don’t be stupid and remove a valuable resource. You position this cite a a family city, so keep it that way.
A place families can come to get out of the house and be active together! A pool?
More special events aimed at bringing the community together
Swimming pool?

Please fix or build a new Community Center which would include a new ice arena. Berkley has lost it’s
identity by not having an ice arena this year for the local hockey teams to play. If the Detroit Red Wings
ever moved out of the city of Detroit, there would be a feeling of emptiness. Same applies to Berkley.
Indoor community pool should be considered for resident open swim.
Dog park. Community pool, splash park.
I would like to see something similar to what Huntington Woods has. The outdoor pool is nice but an
indoor pool would be even nicer. Our structures should be completely torn down and new ones built to
accommodate our growing community. It should reflect the pattern of growth in new homes so our city can
move with the times. Those old buildings are an eyesore, in disrepair and in need of more than
remodeling.
I’d love to see the whole outside area upgraded as well. (more places to sit and maybe an upgrade to the
structures in the blue park)
Community pool and/or splash pad
My feeling is that Berkley needs to dedicate more money to maintaining water and sewer lines.
Sports are over-emphasized in our schools and culture and mainly serve a small segment of the
community. These are also publicly available at a reasonable cost.
Get it done.
Pool, zero entry would allow barrier free access for seniors and small children - that the BHS pool can’t
accommodate. Currently they only have access to the BHS pool during limited hours, that don’t work for
their schedules. And the BHS pool is kept at competition temps. Our young families & seniors would
benefit greatly from access to a zero entry pool during the weekdays I!!
Full size gym w basketball nets, divider curtain down the middle to make 2 separate spaces, bleachers for
spectators, glass door wall for expansion to out doors, separate lounge/waiting area, kitchen, classrooms,
meeting rooms, multi purpose rooms, 6 lane 25 yard(at least) competition pool to generate huge revenue
by renting to swim teams, use for classes, parties, general recreation, physical therapy, lockers rooms w
showers. Please see the Huntington Woods Rec. Center for a very good example of a great community
center!!
Gym facility with a pool and juice bar. Take a look at the Livonia recreation center!
Community pool of some sort.
Fix or rebuild the ice arena.
maybe a gazebo for weddings
Pool, climbing wall
Something similar to Huntington Woods. Would love to have a pool that residents could access via
membership through the summer. The community center there is a great space for parks and rec classes
as well for the community.
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It is a money pit and needs to be sold if not making money to fund it 100% and provide revenues to the
many other Berkley events. Currently the city does not offer open skate time for the residents to enjoy the
facility unless they do not work 8-5. I have to go to troy to skate for the past 15 years.. So Berkley is not
considering its residents. So I ask what is in it for the politicians of Berkley, because the residents are
getting nothing out of it.
If we cannot afford it,don’t raise taxes. Tear it down! We need infrastructure to even have a good city.
It would be nice to have an outdoor water park for the kids like other communities
I would like to see a theraputic pooT with water aerobics, whirlpool, and massages.
Swimming Pool
Swimming pooi
Indoor Pool
You could sell service to businesses to host disaster recovery hot spots. I currently pay rent to have
access at a site in Flint for 20,000 a year and never used it but it is a business requirement. You could
find ways to produce revenue at city hall and a community center. Weddings, business access and
events of that nature. Could this community center be built big enough to include city hall?
Concession Stand, mini food court

Baseball is such a huge part of the Berkley community. The indoor baseball facility that recently opened
up has been awesome for both of my boys and their baseball teams. Youth sports is the way to go!
Indoor and outdoor pools
I really do not think there should be a workout room because we currently have a business that has
invested in Berkley on 12 Mile Rd. We should not be taking business away from them
I like the option to keep an ice arena. A lot of communities do not have this for children.
Basketball is a must, these young boys have nowhere to play. A community “go-to” for teens, is a great
idea, too. A family friendly pool, doesn’t have to be expensive or fancy, but a place to go and socialize with
other neighbors pool-side would be a treat.
Me and a group of people frequently visit Oakland yard athletics in Waterford, they have indoor soccer
fields they also use for flag football leagues and even indoor golf although its in an inflatable dome. Would
like to see indoor field turf area (s) for football and soocer
Skate park, swimming pool
Update and add playground equipment outdoors near Hurley track and field. Outdoor splash pad---
sprayers, shower towers and fountains and picnic areas nearby (see Heritage Park Farmington Hills)
Family friendly!
Swimming pool and water play areas.
Make it like the Huntington Woods Rec
Would love to have an outdoor pool in Berkley.
Pool
Pool similar to Warren rec would be great
I guess I would look at from a money making prospect to decide what of the above you can fund. Indoor
soccer is so popular at RO I would think you could make good money. And I think that about the ice rink
also as ice time is so hard to find for both youth and adult groups in RO or Troy. Unfortunate but true we
must charge competitively for the rooms and areas.
Physical activity classes for adults. Pickleball court.
Job information center targeted towards teens. Understand their options don’t all go through college.
Financial education- credit cards, student loans, car loans, college loans, etc. Educate on the risk/reward
for different career paths.
More classes would be nice.
Community Center should be about indoor activities not bringing practice facilities inside for non-seasonal
outdoor sports. Any item built should accommodate full size activity not small versions of courts, rinks or
fields. Should consider camps and clinics needs to get more use out of the facility.
Needs to be brightened up to make it look less drab!
Ice and/or sports arena
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An outdoor pooi. Oak Park, Huntington Woods, Southfield all have pools. Berkley needs one.
We love any activities targeting youth or family.
It’s a pretty unwelcoming space -- more like a warehouse with a meeting room or two. It needs to be
warmed up with carpeting, better lighting, better foyer/entrance.
Quit selling off our green space to develop ers. Maintain existing facilities and promote ice rink use to
neighboringredients cities.

A facility like they have in Warren - indoor pool, waterslide, exercise room, basket courts, rental rooms..etc
Indoor swimming pool, lazy river, etc. Similar to Warren’s Rec Center
Pool!
Sport leagues, intermurals
In need of swimming pool. Berkley Highs pool in bad shape.
A multi use gym like that of Huntington woods that can be used for a wide variety of events! This should be
something that majority of the residents can use and have interest in and not something that the greater
metro area uses, such as a hockey rink.
What about seniors????
Arts and crafts for adults
Outdoor pool. Still need a room for the dances, etc.
None.
Free services like shoveling snow for free
None - The Ice rink was a gem in the city and it should be rebuilt and properly managed so that it can be a
revenue generating facility for the city.
Dog park
Outdoor running trail around facility maintained in winter. Community Classes for all ages
It would be nice to have a swimming pool for Berkley Residents to use in the summer or to get Huntington
Woods to allow Berkley Residents to use their pool.
Outdoor pool similar to Huntington Woods.
Add a swimming pool and splash Zone
Anything available at the high school (exercise equipt, pool, etc. ) should not be duplicated. Anderson has
a field for baseball and soccer. The HS and Anderson both have basketball courts. The Community
Center and Ice Arena were fine, just old. Updating is needed. Going into debt to duplicate what we
already have is stupid, and will be voted down again.
Agility and other k9 training/activities
More organized multi use activities. I’ve utilized the dog training, as well as the kids programs. I would like
to see this maintained and expanded, with improved facilities
I think basebaliband softball training areas would be very beneficial. There are so many travel teams that
need year round space and are paying other communities for this.
I am not sure if you are asking about the whole complex or just where the ice rink is located.
Indoor pool
*lndoor gym (instead of basketball courts/volleyball courts) for a multitude of activities - see Huntington
Woods Rec. Center
*Rooms (& banquet facilities)for conducting classes of all kinds - See Huntington Woods Rec. Center
*Locker rooms - See Huntington Woods Rec. Center
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Would love to see a community pool in Berkley - we belong to a private swim club (Cranbrook Swim Club)
because there is no community pool in Berkley and there is a lot of exclusivity with the Huntington Woods
community center/H WAC - it is “open” to Berkley, but only after the HW residents and is not inclusive.

My daughter also swims for Birmingham Bloomfield Atlantis - if we had an indoor pool - that swim team
would pay for rental of the pool year 8 to 9 months or more. Other swim teams maybe interested in rental.

I know that the city looked at a public/private partnership for the ice arena/community center. When I see
the sports components of the community center - I would hope that the city would look to have rental
agreements set up with groups like SOCS (south oakland community soccer) for indoor soccer.

Likewise the meeting rooms an multipurpose spaces - having art programs that could be in the space. Not
to take away from Berkley businesses like Articipate, but sports and the arts add to a community.

Looking at other Community Centers - I also look to the Birmingham Community House - which does not
seem to be run by the city of Birmingham, but a non-profit with the support of local community groups.
Unfortunately the location of the current Community Center is not the best, almost hidden.

Personally if the community center and DPW were to exchange locations - with the community center
located on a more activated corner like Bacon near 12 Mile - rather then tucked back in the middle of a
neighborhood.
Keep the horseshoe pits!
I think that about covers it!
Continue all activities pertaining to Youth -

indoor tennis, swimming pool
Seek major hockey player/team sponsorship for ice arena. Use ice arena to attract professional figure
skaters/trainers.
General assembly area. City Hall is inadequate. Nature trail. Parcourse,
We would really enjoy a local sports league that meets at the center (volleyball, dodgeball, etc.) (Stay &
Play Social Club league, for example)
I think for the ice rink to be successful, it needs to include concessions and a pro shop utilized by an
outside vendor
N/A
WHAT ABOUT SENIOR ACTIVITIES?
I grew up in the city of roseville, MI. They have a very accommodating and moderate rec center.
Room and design for future expansion if needed.

Include solar panels if feasible to save on energy costs.

Add some multimedia capabilities in the multipurpose rooms to allow for classes/training.

With younger families moving into the neighborhoods and younger families using the amazing services of
the city of Berkley (camps) the city should aim to move toward a more family, child oriented area for
children.
I think that the foundation of the city should come first sadly had the ice rink been built properly in the
beginning this would not be an issue no sense building something new if it is not going to. E done right or
kept up
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Nothing that is already provided for by tax dollars paid to the school district.
Water park, pool, outdoor splash pad, soccer fields, ice rink, walking track, state of the art playground,
multi-use area. I want a community center like Huntington Woods. A place for families to gather, hang out
with friends, swim, and enjoy all the great amenities Berkley had to offer. We live in Berkley but have left
the school district. The tight knit community has kept us here but if we don’t have an area to feel connected
with friends, we may find a way tonleave the community. Ther isn’t much “community” here in Berkley.
However Insee lits of ‘community” happening at the HW comm ctr.
Community pool like the Troy family aquatic center.

N/a
A band shell for community music

Group exercise studio
Make the space look presentable, if you want to rent out a kitchen and banquette room there should be
windows and a view of the play place/park. Also like the idea of rooms for different ages, we love their
Berkley summer camp and participating in the community center activities, we miss the ice rink for
teaching my daughter how to skate, she was really learning and showing interest in the sport. I like the
way they are putting the space to use temporarily, a gym or fitness center incorporated into the space
would be really great too, maybe offer more adult classes, the way 111 is trying to do & yoga Pilates etc.
I’m also fond of the indoor scocer & the horse shoe pit is a keeper!!, seems like there’s plenty of space
over there to really build a great multi purpose city center.
We would like to see any of these if possible Air hockey, billiards, ball pit, shuffle board, arcade
machines, slushy and popcorn machine, or dart boards.
.Whatever is done, I do not feeT it would be wise to open Sunnyknoll at the west end. Yes, I live on the
street and do not want to see increased traffic. But more than that, from a safety perspective, having more
traffic (multiple entranceslexits to complex) would only increase the probability of injury/accidents from
drivers cross cutting the parking lots to avoid traffic.
A great focus on health and fitness spaces would be ideal to me. Also as a home for the various types of
classes and activities offered in berkley

Outdoor pool
Ice Arena ,with more amentities .. work out training area ,studio - things that can bring in revenue
Ice is in increasing demand -Teams would come to Berkley - great location, host tournaments . Great for
local businesses a the area is large enough to do multiple types of facilities with a good design ( perhaps 2
floors)
Craft Fair with cheap items for kids to purchase for Holiday gifts.
Fitness room please!
A community outdoor swimming pool.
community pool, fitness center
Indoor! outdoor pool, outdoor year round skating rink, outdoor walking path, bike path to connect with rest
of the city’s bike paths
I would like to see the ice arena repaired.
Outdoor pool
The ice rink made this community center unique. I really do feel that the rink was invaluable, and I want to
see it return. I might feel differently if there was a single pond, lake, or large puddle around here but
alas...there aren’t any.
SWIMMING POOL!
Lacrosse
Splash pad for children would be great! Would be nice to have a pool but costs probably outreach public
support.
Swimming pool. Warren community center is excellent!
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An outdoor splash pad for young kids would be nice!!! Pool would be great but probably not gonna
happen.

Salt water pool
More classes and activities

Hoping that they decide to rebuild the ice arena more efficiently. Encompass Parks and Rec. building,
include a second story to rent out to physical therapy, sports medicine, dance studio, great concession,
etc... to help offset the costs of the new facility. I am very much in favor of a new multipurpose ice rink.
A community outdoor pool
Swim center for classes and competition.
Please rebuild the ice arena! These other options are great too but should not replace the ice arena
Pool and/or splash pad.
Pool
A pool would be fabulous!
recreation center
None
Classrooms, cooking areas, warming center, open skating.
I would love to see an indoor/outdoor pool for year round swimming. Possibly a slide for kids or splash
pad. Also workout rooms for classes and covered picnic area. We love Berkley and would love to see it
go to the next level! Let’s rebuild the aging infrastructure!

Nothing specific. I feel we have to gear the usage for extra curricular activities for residents particularly
children of all ages. One of the greatest things about living here with kids was there were a lot of things to
occupy their time. Being a smaller community it is easy to access these activities and participate.
Area for PT, Fitness classes ie Yoga, martial arts things that could offer interest to the community and
generate income.
Keep the ice arena.
Indoor tennis courts
Berkley Summer Camp needs to be taken into consideration. When I was at the ice arena to pick up my
son from soccer camp, I saw the sad conditions of the Summer Camp. Lost and found was PILED by the
entrance. The craft room had exploded. The games and activities looked old, outdated, and not geared
toward the appropriate age group. The camp needs a better “home base”.
Mixed use space.
Vendors offering services
Rentable space
Coffee shop
Think big please!
Roller hockey
Anything that involves youth activities
Pool, rowing machines
Live music
Swimming pool; Use of green energy (solar panels,etc)
Open to residents for walking. Perhaps an outdoors water park!
Swimming pool

A pooi, of course! :) We were really disappointed when the millage for the new recreation center a failed
about 8 years ago. Sorry to hear about the ice rink, but I think Berkley,’s residence can use the community
center for a wide range of activities that are suited to more of this wonderful city’s residents. Thank you!
Small pool or sauna
Demolition and turn into a park
A community pool would be nice.
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I would love for us to have a pool.
Just don’t get rid of the ice rink!!
Pool
Pool
Racquetball! The only option for racquetball in the area requires a monthly subscription to the YMCA or
other health club, starting at $35/month. It would be great if Berkley had one or two courts!
A pool. Indoor or outdoor.
Indoor space for winter activities would, I feel, best serve Berkley. A walking track, space for toddlers and
small children, and looking towards the ever growing trend of online interactions perhaps a safe spot for
meeting/transactions made online.
Indoor/outdoor mixed use, farmers markets, concerts, festivals, rental, similar to RO farmers market
I do not use this facility, except for an occasional meeting. How much use, and for what purpose, does the
facility currently get? How many people used the ice arena. What is the need? Are school
Pool or splash park
Pool, splash pad, better parks
we have several school buildings in our community that sit idle each evening and weekends. Why build
another gym, pool or weight room ? The school facilities belong to the taxpayers, let’s figure out
how the community can use them.
Similar to Huntington woods, a pool with membership

fitness classes, perhaps cooking classes or special cooking demonstrations, arts/crafts activities for adults
Gym/health center. Outdoor community pool.
Having an outdoor pool would be fabulous.
Indoor running track
Based upon the size of the community, you should be focusing on options that appeal to a larger audience.
ice rinks, charging stations, and indoor baseball practice areas will appeal to a small portion of the
residents and require significant non-resident participation to succeed. We should be partnering with the
public schools to leverage our current facilities lE BHS gyms, fitness center and pool. Banquet space is
something that larger communities offer IE Troy and Dearborn, we don’t have a need for that here. I hope
these aren’t the only options being considered.
dancing, yoga, pickle ball, spin class, swimming pool
Outdoor pool
We really need ice arena back. Kids of all ages are devastated by this closure. I think you will find
residents and may be local businesses willing to pitch in to have it rebuilt. Consider larger companies that
can have the ice arena named after them or some other incentives the city can provide to businesses to
get involved in this project.
Dance and Yoga Space
I would like to see a fitness center that includes an indoor pool. The availability of the pool at the high
school for community swim is extremely limited and sporadic, and the locker room is not acceptable.
Spinning, photography
Rooms for exercise classes
Pool
Pool
Pool - indoor and outdoor with guest access.
Pools (indoor and outdoor for residents only - with guest access.
Pool
Theatre
What huntington woods has.
Swimming pool.
I think love to see a community pool - similar to HW Community Center. An exercise facility with
equipment, walking track and classes would also be great.
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Splash pad, walking route. Something like in Huntington Woods where the walking route surrounds the
fields
A community pool would be great.. .but understand that’s a much larger expense.
Indoor pool
Possibly a community pool
Group Classes for Adults or Expo Center
Indoor tennis courts
Space dedicated to senior citizen use

Berkley needs a dog park or dog run area, somewhere enclosed where dogs can run and socialize off-
leash. Even the fenced-in area on the front side of the ice arena where the horseshoe games are located
is sufficient. But for us dog owners who have mobility issues, driving 15-20 minutes to the closest dog
park in order for our dogs to get exercise is difficult.
none
Pool
I would love to see a place where my family could hang out together after work/school and on the
weekends
Room with dance floor for lessons and dance party rentals
Art film theatre / Concert venue
Lap pool
Stay within your budget and plan for maintenance issues like the citizens have to do with out homes.
Rock climbing wall, aquatics, game room, batting cage, pickleball, tennis, racquetball, theater, gift shop,
etc.
Community Pool
We have 3 very little children who are very involved in the Parks and Recs programs, we appreciate that
we live in a city which has so many available activities (karate, tumbling, pillow polo, etc), please keep
spaces for these great activities in mind.
Splash pad
I think a pool would be great as far as that being something many people can participate in but I’d be
interested to see how much it would cost to build, insure, and run it b/c I don’t want my taxes going up too
much.
While, of course, a pool, ice rink, and basketball courts all sound fabulous, I think that, due to space
limitations that are inherent to any new structure, the Community Center should focus on providing things
that residents cannot currently access in the city. An indoor track, new ice rink, and spaces for a variety of
programs (such as are currently offered for all age groups) should be priority. A new pool would be
amazing, but since the high school has one, maybe other facilities would be most beneficial.
Gym with walking running track above, Fitness/weight room with locker rooms studio rooms for aerobics or
youth sports and community meeting rooms, multipurpose rooms. I think this would better serve the entire
berkley community. an outdoor or indoor pooi would be nice too. Go visit Oakland University and see there
athletic complex or University of Cincinaffi.
It would be wonderful to have a flexible space designed that could accommodate muTtiple types of sports
activities. Additionally, an exercise space and space for senior activities would both be great additions.
Any update in general would be an improvement!
When you wanted our left arm and right leg to finance your ‘may or may not’ scheme, you said you may or
may not have an indoor dog walking area. If you would shut your eyes and open your nose and visualize
the excrement and pee that will never be thoroughly cleaned up, you will understand why I vote a strong
and resounding no to that. Please try to remember that it’s time to stop putting our children and
grandchildren into debt just because we’re dazzled by the shiny things in the window.
Offices to rent to small businesses in Berkley.
Pool
splash pad
Senior area
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Some of the areas could be outfitted for multiple uses, it seems like you could have indoor soccer and a
hockey rink in the same space. A area in the hockey rink for parents can double as a space for children 5
feet and under. A walking track could be pTaced around the ice arena.
Upgraded indoor spaces for Summer Camp kids and the various youth classes that are put on throughout
the year.
I have an almost 1 year old and would love a space to take him to play where moms could lounge and
meet. I would also like to see rooms that could be rented for parties. The current ones are.... not great. It
would be nice to have a carpeted warmer feeling atmosphere for people to come and enjoy. Maybe an
area with a fireplace? The more comfortable the atmosphere the more I would definitely come
Better/nicer updated rooms for baby/bridal showers
Pool please. We do not use the ice rink.
Splash pad
outdoor pavilion in that general area
More community gathering space. Coffee bar / study area would be nice, ice rink is unique but serves very
small percentage of residents. Not interested in seeing the city trying to operate a revenue generating
sports complex.
Movies for the public to watch. Like they do at Angell for the fall fest.
None at this time.
I think a swimming pool would be awesome!
Area for adult use - Zumba,
A pool for the residents would be wonderful.
Indoor/outdoor courts for pickleball and badminton games (same court size)
Table Tennis
I grew up in Huntington Woods and spent everyday I could at the pool. An outdoor pool is an entirely
different experience (fun, family, lessons,) than the Berkley High School indoor facility (school meets,
exercise). We tell our children to get out of the house and enjoy their summers untethered by their
electronics. I would ask that we look to the facility in Huntington Woods as there are year-round activities,
nice rental space and basketball.
Swimming
I don’t think any of these ideas are realistic. The Ice Arena is large. Can be divided up to do many things.
Just heating it will be the issue. It wasn’t meant to be Heated I Air conditioned all year long. A community
gym to compete with the high School or to move it over to here? We have meeting rooms in the
community Center already are you talking about leveling the entire complex? Are they used now what is
the usage rate? Charging Stations? That is outside not in a community center. That is an added perk if
you have that type of car.
As is Indoor Soccer and a walking track, would be nice. Are you going for free to play or are you going to
charge?
We are strongly in favor of rebuilding the ice arena. While the costs are high, Berkley’s ice rink was a
hallmark of the community and important to our youth hockey teams, figure skating clubs, and the many
citizens (including our family) who frequently used it. In the summers, the ice arena was already used for
a variety of activities from swap meets and art fairs -- so we know how to utilize it in the off-season (and
should promote and do more of that!). In terms of the Community Center, it needs to be updated in order
to create more program and space for after-school youth (especially middle schoolers who are right next
door at Anderson). We should be asking them what would draw them to the Center and how we can
create better opportunities for them.
Adult rec leagues for whatever the building is rebuilt to house. Open ice hours weren’t super continent
before.
If the city is looking to retain aging citizens, accessibility is key. This facility could incorporate the idea of
Robina Rhapsody with an outdoor gathering area as well. Please retain the accessibility for walkers, bike
riders and dogs. Good luck.
Swimming
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As much as I would love to “have it all” in a community center, I would rather see 1-2 activities with top
notch quality as opposed to a one size fits all space or 10 different activities squeezed into an inadequate
space with sub-par quality.
In short; I had no connection to the ice arena, nor desire to go, but it was a draw for the city. As long as
whatever is there has plenty of opportunities for walk-in/community use and not all for sports teams, I’d be
happy.
need to support the senior citizens , so something like a walking track would be good
Pool

Remove ice arena/rink completely and create a multipurpose recreation center with a gym, fitness classes,
basketball, racquetball, etc., with paid memberships available to residents and nonresidents - will generate
its own income and interest for young professionals and families to come or move into the city.
Fitness rooms for yoga/pi lates/etc
Swimming pool? Definitely needs basketball courts. There’s nothing for the public in the area.
Skating lesson ice as in current bldg.
Berkley schools already have these facilities that we can use why duplicate what we already have. Ice
arenas aren’t for residents there’s never any open skate, and they take to much resources away from what
the majority of what residents want.

I would like to see a nice rec center like in Livonia. An indoor/outdoor swimming pool would be great too:)
Make it as family friendly as possible! Berkley has so much for kids and that’s what I LOVE about this
area. We are just starting our family and I don’t want to have to move because of less kid-friendly areas
nearby.
An outdoor pool
Swimming and diving pool
Indoor tennis
Flag football leagues (adult and teen), Fowling (football bowling)
Splash pad.
My kids go to Berkley Schools and they always used the ice rink, so I believe that anything teen related
would help. Also maybe look into something like the Livonia Rec Center with climbing walls, pools work
out etc
Pool - although you probably would have had that as a choice if it were possible. Climbing wall. Roller
skating rink.
Maybe get some ideas from HW’s, they have a great set up.
just make it so the facility can be used for multiple sports and activities instead of just hockey. Can the
hockey floor be changed to a basketball floor when not in use or will the new building be able to
accommodate several floor spaces at once?

Skateboard Park
Physical activities aimed at youth; please sway from adult physical activities and equipment.
Senior activities would be great for a community center.
There are plenty of Gym’s that are a good feature financial standpoint for our adult population in Berkley
Configurable spaces. Not fixed for grade school or tots. Chairs and such that move for meeting and play.
Flexi so there would be more room for a track around the building edge or similar.
Ice rink, pool, basketball court with many uses, meeting space, trophy room for League wins, message
board,kids games for drop off
Indoor pool
I disagree with having an ice rink that majority of the city does not use, and one that majority of users are
from outside of the city.
An indoor pool. The high school pool is too over scheduled for the community to use it consistently so
another pool would be fantastic and I believe highly utilized.
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Upgrade to be kid/family friendly for P&R events and summer camp activities. “Open gym” for pick up
volleyball and/or place to hold leagues or classes (like HW Rec center).
To remove the ice rink and create something that more members of the community could use. For the
number of residents that use it compared to the amount of money it costs does not make sense to keep
sending money on it. The community center and ice rink area should be something that benefits the
residents of berkley first, and should not be seen as a “gem” for the area community. It should be
something where majority of the users are berkley residents, and should be something that majority of
berkley residents can use.
I believe we need to have a community pool and or splash park in that area
Definitely need an ice rink.
Pool, water park, splash pad
Loved the ice rink. Lived here for 20 years and enjoyed the rink, wish it was nice with food and great
facilities to bring more people and revenue into Berkley. Could be a great place to host parties, events and
something for kids to do on nights and weekends.
I would like to see more fully thought out family events. We had a blast dancing at the family luau, but if
you didn’t dance, there wasn’t much to do.
I would love to see our community center become like HW’s - always busy with events; families going
there to hang out; and teens utilizing it after school.
Community pool, recreation center, kids’ (toddler) play space with bounce house
Mom meet ups: parent support groups
The number of times people at this address have visited either the ice or the community center have no
bearing on whether I want or would vote for a new ice arena. This community needs this facility replaced! It
needs to be better managed and advertised in the future. Maintaining it was never a problem - it lasted 42
years! But management & oversight was sorely lacking.
We would really love a pool and / or splash pad in Berkley!
Outdoor Pool
Community Pool/Splash Pad
Swimming pool
Locket rooms for quick showers and changing before and after activities.
I would much rather have an indoor pool then a ice arena. A pool would serve more residents than a ice
rink.

Room and features to support an amazing summer program for our kids - we drop out of using the summer
program after 1 summer due to the lack of air conditioning and the condition of the facilities.
Swimming pool!!
Swimming Pool
Outdoor pool would be nice at community center.
Why does your list above state “Ice Hockey Rink” Does that mean you have no intention of allowing figure
skating. Please be careful how you word things so as not to single out other sports that would SUPPORT
the ice rink.
Community swimming pool (indoor or outdoor)
Would be wonderful to have a community pool like Huntington Woods. I know our kids would love it. They
would also love ice skating in the winter too.
I like the idea of charging for rent. Anything that generates cash flow. If we can get it self
sustainable I’m all for burning any extra cash made on adding more programs. I do not want an extra
mill on my tax bill.
Roller hockey
An outdoor swimming pool similar to Huntington Woods
Community pool!!
Pool!!!!!
Keep it simple.
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I do not know how much space we really have to work with but a new facility seems necessary. Though I
do not go to the ice arena now, I spent many hours in there through the years watching figure skating and
getting my children lessons.
I hope a survey of other city services will be done to see what areas are utilized the most. Exercise
classes, meetings, children’s activities and skating seem to have been top uses in the past.
Has the possibility of having a community pooi ever been considered?
Pool
my child is only 1 year old, so we haven’t done too much there, but I love what they are currently doing
A pool.
Pool!!!!!
Community pool
Pool
Pool

If money is no object, then I visualise a multi-sport facility for Hockey, basketball, soccer, volleyball,
banquet room and exercise room. If there is only so much money, I would like to see an ice arena rebuilt.
Community pool or wet space
Swimming pool, ellipticals, flexible gym space
Area for Berkley Summer Camp is very important. Would love to see a Splash Pad for summer fun in
Berkley.
We would love to have a pool like the Huntington Woods Parks and Rec Center. Continued and improved
space for camp.
A swimming pool would be amazing. A fee could be charged and many communities would utilize it. It
would be much more universal than an ice rink which requires special equipment and knowledge
The parks and receive department does a great job. My family attends many of their programs. Any
improvement to the current facilities would be very very exciting.
A community pool
A community pool.
Teen Group, classrooms for programs, space for senior programs.
A pool and swim club would be great and would enhance a sense of community.
Pool indoor/outdoor
A pool? Could be a secondary building on the property
Pool!
Why isnt a swimming pool on the list?
I want a pool. Huntington Woods and Southfield have pools. They’re good for all ages.

Community Pool, outdoor or indoor.
More programs I clubs for teens and young adults. Especially directly after school.
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I am very reluctant to spend money on a new community center or ice arena at this point. In the past there
has been very little in the way of relevant programming and I don’t feel that the Parks and Recs
department has been responsive to citizens. The ice arena, for example, has no one to answer the phone.
Calls are not returned by staff. The website and phone indicate hours for skating but when we’ve gone to
the arena during scheduled open skate times, the doors have been closed and a sign may (or may not) be
posted indicating the open skate is not available. All of this occurred BEFORE the arena was closed due
to problems with the ice. It is not hard to update a message on the machine or a website that the hours
have been changed due to some type of conflict. I started to use Birmingham or Royal Oak as they were
at least reliable and I wasn’t wasting a trip due to bad information. The Berkley facility has also not been
well maintained in the last 7-8 years. While I realize the facility is “past it’s prime” that doesn’t account for
a lack of cleanliness in the bathrooms and locker rooms or a failure to clean the ice between uses. Also
there were rarely marshalls on the ice in the past few years and this caused problems as well. It is a
shame that this has happened as we loved to skate at the arena when our kids were younger. They all
took lessons there. We used to use the community center for parent-tot and pre-school programs as well
as for pillow polo. Those programs were then tossed aside for Jazzercise rentals which precluded other
activities from taking place. I no longer wish to pay for a new facility that will simply be rented out to a
business rather than for actual activities that benefit all members of the community. I understand
programming must be paid for (we paid for skating, skating lessons, the sports and pillow polo), but the
parks and rec department hasn’t had much in the way of community programming for a very long time.
Swimming Pool - Strongly Agree
Theater Stage - Agree
Studio Ice - Neither Agree or Disagree

Senior Citizen activities. Scrap the horseshoe courts.
Swimming pool & fitness center combo would be ideal
keep hockey
Climbing wall, pool, cafe, movie room.
They should build a pool or rev facility center like Huntington woods with pool and basketball courts for
only Berkley residents. I think residents would be willing to buy the pool passes. I think it’s ridiculous that
Huntington Woods residents go to Betkley schools but we can not use their facilities!!! This is a major
complaint I hear from many Berkley family residents. I think a pool, rec center would be another amazing
feature for this amazing family centered town if Berkley! The pool would create another way for Berkley
residents to socialize and come together
Climbing/bouldering wall, yoga/fitness classes, Grill/snack bar
I would love to see a swimming pool, as the city of Huntington Woods has, with fees similar to Huntington
Woods.
A Outdoor Pool , Splash Park,
Pool or splash pad, lounge area
Pool
Indoor soccer is a great idea and could pull revenue from teams and surrounding areas
A pool. Whether indoor or outdoor for the community, but I would love an indoor pool that is warmer and
has more flexible hours than the high school. Splash pad for the summer.
More workout classes
Splash pad would be nice. Our family would use the community center much much more if the facilities
were updated and more appealing.
I would like to see a proper community pool! Outdoor preferably.
Pool &for indoor tennis court
Pool
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Do not go overboard, we do not need a swimming pool, the high school has one, we need a great, usable
rec center, one that rooms can be rented to re-coup funds, many people would have meetings, showers,
small receptions etc Large enough space that the high school could hold graduation, instead of spending
the money to rent another venue
Ice arena
Pop ups that have started is a nice idea for kids after school drop in activities. Positive!
Indoor pool. Wallyball or racquetball. Complete tear down and rebuild. 2 level facility.
Community swimming
A city pool would be awesome!
Swimming/outdoor spray park
Look at Troy, Warren, Livonia all with fantastic community centers
Pool
I would love to have an updated community center on par with what’s in Huntington Woods.
Swimming pool such as Huntington woods. Not free. Pay to belong. Possible swim team
POOL! This community lacks a pool, and now has the tax base to support it. We could compete with HW
and radically improve the rec center complex with a community pool.

love what you are doing now with the teen center! It’s ideal for kids too young to work but still have extra
time on their hands!

Ideally almost every family with children are seeking and asking for a pool. I’m not plugged into the senior
community around here but as for exercise it is a great option, not to mention visiting grandkids! On a
small scale that could only take in Berkley residents.... if you build it in an atrium style with a sliding
“window” type roofing it could be used year round. Many, many families would be willing to pay a
membership. Consistently this has been what the community is asking for... no thrills, just an easy size
pool to maintain.., nothing like Troy, not even as big as oak park... look at Beverly Hills racquet clubs pool.

I have only heard feedback for a pool and bonus a teen center... not many want to raise taxes for a huge
complex for all surrounding area. We like being a smaller scale community with amenities that meet our
needs/desires. Thank you for all the work you all do! Can’t wait to see what is decided!

A pool. Preferably outside - with pavilion/park space. Indoor workout facility and a basketball/multi-sport
court. Multipurpose rooms available for community events or rentals for parties or meetings.
I know it’s a stretch, but a complete redesign of the area and grounds would ideally include a community
pool.
Swimming pool!
A Community Pool
Senior citizen activities
Arcade

I wonder if the area previously utilized for the ice arena could be demolished and turned into an outdoor
community pool. That is something huntington woods has that we have always wished Berkley had.
A heated pool.
Indoor playground/gym space for children
Splash pad!

I am employed by the city of Auburn Hills in the senior services departnent. The Comm Center houses
both Parks & Rec and Senior Services. It has an active and a non-active end. It offers a full gym, studio
room for dance and fitness classes, and an exercise room. There us also an art room/wood shop, game
room, a full banquet room, and two small rooms. It allows for many activities frim young to okd.
City of Warren has a great indoor waterpark. Could be a draw to nearby communities.
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Huntington Woods has a fabulous facility. It would be wonderful to have something that is similar --

including a pool.
Banquet facilities to rent out.
Farmers Market, Craft Shows, Flea markets
Trampoline Park, Skate Park, Rock Walls, Gym, a cyber cafe for garners of business startups to gather,
etc..
Adult recreation
Pool or splash pad
Definitely something for kids under 5!
An outdoor pool!
A pool and splash pad just like HW residents ONLY residents of berkley can use! It would be so greatly
appreciated!
Senior activities.
None
swimming pool, game room, stage/theater, media room for classes
A small stage in the banquet center for music, concerts and theatre

The entire community center is so dilapitated that we avoid it. It would be great to have some sort of indoor
recreation facility for families to use, especially in winter. A pool is something we would use the most.
Pool
An outdoor pool or splash pad facility for toddlers.
Dog Park.
We would love to see a new up to date community center. A pool would be nice. Also, would love to see a
Berkley Teen Council like they do in HW.
Indoor golf range or indoor tennis courts.
Water center indoor

The Berkley community center should strive to be more like the HW Rec. Right now you couldn’t pay me to
use the community center facilities, but I would utilize facilities like the HW rec center in a minute.
An outdoor skate park and roller hockey rink where the Ice Arena currently stands.

I would have a more favorable opinion of an ice hockey rink if there was a private investor willing to share
most of the construction costs and maintain the operation.
1-2 racquetball courts similar to Grosse Pointe Woods, Pickleball leagues, floor hockey, more after work
sports leagues for adults and children (a lot of the community activities for young kids are during work
hours for working parents)
indoor lacrosse
I would love to see a large banquet area with moveable walls to break the space into multiple smaller
spaces. You could have more than one class going at a time on regular days, but have a large enough
space for craft shows, Berkley Days, etc.

I would like to see an outdoor pool for summer use. (Pipe dream!)

A comfortable sifting area for parents to wait while a child has a class.

Park and pool facilities
Fitness center with swimming pool. Similar to the Livonia Recreation Center
Ping pong tables could be set up.
Install turf in ice arena area to accommodate baseball/softball, soccer, and lacrosse teams.
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Unity center should be used for community activities including community classes, meetings, clubs, and
spaces for gathering. Unless is designed to make a profit, and ice arena should not be part of the
amenities.
Performance space. Outdoor dog park.
Splash pad and/or community pool.

Berkley needs some type of green space for outdoor concerts, arts and craft shows, walking trails, etc.
Senior activities spaces for fitness, gatherings, clubs, etc.
Movie theater
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QUESTION # 8

Berkley Community Center Utilization - Resident Survey
If you do not support a bond/millage, please briefly indicate your reason(s) in the space below

Response
Answer Options

Count
293

answered question 293
skipped question 1516

Response Text
We would want to see what the plan is before deciding on a bond/millage
I would support an outdoor ice rink adjacent to the new building as part of the expansion.

Need more information before supporting such as amount, plan for space, membership fees, etc.
overtaxed and underfunded as a senior citizen
my taxes are higher then alot of other communities, and it’s getting to a point that we may have to
move out after 4 generations of family that lived here since 1919

I would only support a bond/millage if it included a community gym.
Please see previous response. But in a nut shell, I won’t support any money that would go to
rebuilding an ice arena. It is throwing good money after bad. I’ve lived here 26 years and it has
never supported itself as it was supposed to and I’ve never used it and the majority of people in
Berkley don’t so the time has come to use those resources in a better way.
The ice arena needs to stay an ice arena. Nothing else.

I don’t believe that’s the best use of money. A community centers isn’t going to draw people to
Berkley. Getting better restaurants and shops within walking distance will bring people to Berkley.
The expense of the upkeep of the ice arena would have to be weighed against the dollars to
support it. I feel like the center could be more broadly used by the community as a whole without it
or the ice using parents pay a fee above taxes.

Gov. wasted thousands of dollars on new logo. That could & should have gone to the ice arena
As little as my family have used the community center, I don’t see a need for my funds to go
towards something we won’t use. Pay to play, fund raising, advertising space, ... are all other
options. Granted that means delayed gratification, and I am aware how difficult that is for today’s
society.
I don’t know if i would support a bond/millage. Need to know more. I am not sure what a
bond.millage is exactly. How would it impact us in the city?
enough is enough!!!
We have had two millage increases within the past 8 years. I know one went for schools - the other
millage was to fund city buildings/DPW/Police-where is all the money going (for a new Berkley
logo?) With all the new housing Berkley should have the funds without another bond/millage.
People on fixed incomes can’t take another tax hike!
ice is seasonal and not cost effective
We would only support bond/millage if it includes an ice arena.
Bonds often ask for far too much $/money not used wisely. Out taxes are going to price me out of
the city and I have lived my whole life in Berkley.
Can’t afford it! Fixed income! Taxpayers & property owners should not be forced to foot the bill for
this!
I am no longer a “taxpayer” but would support if I were.
Let a commercial company build & pay for the ice rink. Fix the comm ctr as needed but this isn’t
HW - nothing fancy needed
We don’t need all of the above at a cost to taxes
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QUESTION # 8

Many of the alternative services listed are offered at the schools or even the YMCA classes at the
ymca aren’t cancel because they’re unsustainable

We can’t think of a glaring reason not to support a bond/millage to improve life for our community
members. Of course, we expect the terms to be reasonable; however, it would have to be
completely off-base for us not to support it.
We are already supporting the $58.9 million dollar bond to update the schools! How much money
do you think you can bleed out of the residents every time something falls apart in this town?
Perhaps this should have been considered before our former City Manager spent money
unnecessarily to order surveys, etc. for a new city logo! Come on people, use your heads and
spend the money wisely.
The city, the school district and other local governments are continually asking for bond and
millage increases such as the prior community center proposal, the Berkley city bond increase, the
Berkley schools bond proposals, the DIA, the Smart buses, the Zoo, etc., etc. I can’t afford all
these increases; especially after having such a weak economy for the past 8-9 years and also after
being flooded out a couple years ago.
tighten the budget

Because taxation is theft. If it is not than all any gang of thieves need due is to call themselves the
government. I grew up playing hockey, I think having the facility in our community is good, but I
don’t think its moral to use the force of government to get what I want from my neighbors.
Whenever anyone gives me the choice “can I steal from your neighboors in your name” I will
always say NO, regardless of how much I desire. Please don’t do it #TaxationlsTheft
Definite plan must be determined before agreement to fund something. The facility needs to be
useful to more people than just ice skaters.

I think it would be interesting to have this in the city, however, I am really curious to see what the
bond/millage would look like in dollar figures. I feel like the city of Berkley is such a small city, and
if it’s going to cost $16 million to rebuild this... how much would this cost the average tax payer? I
may be in a single household now, but I hope to raise my family here in Berkley one day.
I need more details before committing.
I would need to see figures on what that millage would look like for individual households
Make it open to berkley residents only and I’m for it
Yes on the millage, Now is the time to look to the future and build a world class facility for our city.
Look at what is happening to the housing market in Berkley. . .it is very very strong. the building of
new houses will not stop in the neat future and the folks who are buying these $300k plus houses
will expect a community complex that matches Berkley’s schools, public services and public safety
department.
I disagree with the bond/millage because I am going to be a senior in 2 mos. and costs are rising all
around us. I’m worried about my social security and medicare significantly decreasing and the only
item listed I might use would be the walking track. My income will be relatively fixed so I’m worried
about my taxes continually increasing.
It would not benefit my family
The City needs to take into consideration those struggling financially; Berkley has a diverse income
gap and perhaps off setting costs for those meeting lower AMI could be explored! presented to
show all neighbors this is a thoughtful! inclusive plan.
I am a new homeowner in Berkley so I do not fully understand how it would effect my taxes so I
cannot say I agree with it.
The cost of rebuilding the ice arena is beyond the means for the tiny City of Berkley to take on
without another partner, either public or private.
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QUESTION # 8

I feel it is important to have a space for these activities. I do not support the plan if it involves
allowing non residents using them without a guess pass system like Huntington Woods and
Pleasant Ridge.
With already increased taxes for Berkley’s upgrade in school /city infrastructure and technology we
have enough of a tax burden without adopting another bond millage

If we can get a budget in place that supports the construction and annual operation of a Rec Center
WITHOUT opening it to nonresidents GREAT. If not, I will not support this project in any way.
I WOULD NOT support a bond issue if basketbaill courts were involved. Everything else would be
fine.
I would support a bond that would have a new center built, not expand the current one.
Support rebuilding or expanding community center but do not support rebuilding ice arena.
The improvements are necessary for the community, I think grants need to be looked into to
supplement the costs.
I never ever vote to have my taxes increased
I read in the newspaper that a survey would be mailed to me. Day before survey is due I receive a
reminder. Don’t have faith in people handling this. I have asked neighbors and others in Berkley
none received survey.
If the bond/millage was for construction only, then I’d agree to that, but all operation costs should
be covered 100% or more by user fees. A revolving account should also be set up for future
repairs and upgrades.
My taxes are already too high.
I would like to know the cost of the millage that I’d have to paybefore I’d vote yes to it

If feel our roads and sidewalks are in much needed repair and that takes priority over the
community center. We still have not been refunded from the state for the 12 mile road repair. Also
we are in need of a new street sweeper. They are not getting cleaned like they used to be.
Already pay enough in taxes
bonds already in force for roads, police pensions, library, more taxes on regional institutions, water
bills.
Fixed income does not warrant added cost.
I agree with expansion with ice arena depending on amount of tax increase.

need to have Ice Arena for community use and hockey teams
limited income increasing medical diagnoses and costs
support
What is the cos for just a community center? What is the cost per home for a bond/millage and how
many years?
feel taxes are high enough now.
Our taxes are high enough. We don’t need more. Things are hard enough as it is. And would never
use this facilitie.
No increase in Soc Sec. in 3 yrs! Supplemental ins, coverage goes up every year, which means
less money. I am being nickel-and-dimed out of the city I’ve lived in since 1968. The Jan. 11, 2017
Woodward Talk article leaves even more questions - states “residents were sent a survey”! Know
at least 17 resident home owners who knew nothing of survey. If no cable or online ability you are
out of luck!
I simply cannot pay my property taxes without borrowing money. I have lived in my home 51 years
and the past several years the taxes keep going up with very little city taxes but increases in city
employees’ retirement and health insurance as well as the public safety department. So many
items - the next statement will require a second sheet!
Berkley needs a dog park. I would support a bond/milage if that was included
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Income does not support increase
I would support a bond/millage depending on what the plans for the facility are. I would NOT
support the millage if the residents were not allowed to vote with all the information available to
them as to what specifically was going to be done to the facility. We can’t afford to let the building
just sit there and decay more than it already has. Not sure if rebuilding an Ice Arena is feasible
based on what I have heard. Too little too late perhaps.
I can not afford to pay more tax.
The ice arena has never generated a profit like other ice arena facilities in the area.
I cannot afford any additional expenses
I would love to see a Community Center in Berkley similar to what Huntington Woods has. I have
lived in Berkley for about 25 years and always wished we had that type of Community Center.
Especially for the activities that would open up for the kids.
I am a senior on a very limited budget. I dont use either facility and I will not be able to afford an
increase in taxes to fund it especially with other city expenses coming up.
These two facilities are low priority when so much else in this city is going to be costing us
taxpayers a huge fortune pretty soon. Cant believe these are even being considered..a total waste
of money
Much more important things in this city to spend our money on..such as water mains
I would want to hear more of what the benefits to having a new community center would be.
Taxes already too high
We need to fix the roads and other infrastructure first.

I would want to know more about the impact to my taxes before deciding if I would support the
millage. I’d love a new, state of the art community center, but we can’t keep paying for everything.

I am on Social Security and I cannot even afford to live in the house I’m at now if my taxes were to
go up again I would have to move
This idea had been discussed, I believe, years ago before the building was in disrepair, so I’m a bit
jaded because this could have been improved years ago for much less money. Now it’s going to be
much more expensive and I would only be willing to support the bond if the ideas to update aren’t
outlandish/extravagant. The residents have to balance what a little town can financially handle and
having a nice enough community center to enjoy without going overboard. So it all depends if I
would support a bond.
My family never uses the community center now that our children are older. We go to vote during
elections, that’s it. And, we never use the ice arena at all.

Typically bonds voted in remain on our taxes. They don’t go away when the project is complete.

Our taxes are pretty high now, I really don’t support them being raised. We need to find another
way to raise the money instead of on the backs of middle class tax payers. Thanks, but no thanks.
I would support the bond/millage if a city pool was included.
This will raise our taxes
I likely would not use facilities and do not care to pay for what I won’t use.
Taxes are already too high in Berkley. Maintain what we already have. The roads and sewers need
work, no need for a community center.
Berkley residents will definitely use the facilities.
cant afford additional taxes
The taxes are too high as it is. And then you’d charge to use the facilities.
Taxes are high enough already.
We feel that we are already heavily taxed enough, and that some of the funds overtime have went
to terrible plans (remember the brick that was laid in the 12 Mile/Coolidge intersection?) that could
have went towards upkeep of the Community Center and Ice Arena.
Try to keep cost very conservative!
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QUESTION # 8

City should solicit corporate sponsorship, naming rights, brick payers with donor names,
advertising opportunities, renting back space to city offices, renting to school offices, and facilities
permits/passes to fund the project.
no new taxs
taxes in the city are very high now, to be asked to pay more for something that you could simply go
to another city easily within a few miles and use theres seems crazy.
We have high enough taxes already.
My house is more that 65 years old and it doesn’t need to be rebuilt.
It is probably a good time to look into re-purposing the facility to more properly fit the age,
demographic, and personal interests of its residents.
Hi, It depends on how much this millage would cost. we need a better Community Center, but I
think an Ice Arena is limited to the winter months and cannot generate as much income. I am not as
enthusiastic about that cost. I would rather support an outdoor swimming pool. That is probably
why I know people leave Berkley for Huntington Woods.
Fixed income about to be drastically cut by the Republibastards in Washington. In addition nothing
being offered for seniors such as myself
If an ice rink is included I would not support the funding.
Improve the community
Why do you constantly want to raise our taxes? This is a blue collar town. This is not Troy nor is
this Birmingham. Many retirees are totally angered and we don’t understand why all these things
are needed. It seems that you will do anything to raise taxes. I love my city. I have been here 40
years and I hope to die here. I hope you reconsider this outlandish idea.
It is something needed within our community
Ice arena is an important activity for youth
I would need more information before agreeing to a millage increase.
It’s just hard to keep passing these bonds and messages all the time I don’t have a problem with it
but I know a lot of the other people in the community are getting sick of all the money that has been
needed for all these programs or fix-ups but that’s my opinion
Feeling trapped by this question. Too broad to answer yes or no in a survey, without details.
How can we answer this without any information as to what it will cost and what it will be?
I hear that city hail is being renovated anyway, regardless of these results. I would rather see a new
community center or ice rink before city hall. And our roads and sewers need to be fixed before any
city hall reno.
This is the SAME issue raised several years ago and soundly REJECTED. Citizens are currently
paying ‘more’ taxes for schools. $100,000 homes are being torn down and replaced with homes
selling for 3 times as much (3 times as much tax revenue as well). Guessing at least several
hundred homes have been built throughout the city. 300 new homes would generate over a million
dollars a year ADDED tax revenue. PLEASE, NO NEW TAXES!!!
Berkley needs a construction planner or construction project manager on payroll as well as full time
inspectors. Stop wasting money on surveys and conceptual plans and design. Consider design
build approach with a solid design build general contractor.
I have not had a raise n over 10 years, what do you expect me to remove from my budget to pay for
this. There are daily water main breaks, that should be the priority.
I’m already taxed too much for things that I don’t use. Make it a pay for use facility. Also make non
Berkley residents pay to use Berkley facilities.
No pool, focus on community center that once built is low maintenance.
i don’t use the center and i don’t want to pay for it
Instead of just asking for more money from me through taxes, give me a reason for How this center
will benefit me and my family. Without political jargen. Is it going to be free for residents? How
many children use the center and how frequently? Stop asking for more money if you don’t get me
REASON. You don’t just give your children allowence without having them do chores to show they
earn it. You do the same, please.
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QUESTION # 8

My taxes are too high now
Note -- I would support a bond/millage for the right plan, but not automatically support it for ANY
plan -- it matters what gets proposed.
The only millaqe I will surjort is one dedicated to reairing/replacinp/repaving ALL the streets in
Berkley!
As a senior citizen, can’t afford higher taxes
Taxation is theft
G00000000 Millage!!!
No ice arena

I do like that Berkley had an ice area, however due to the cost of constructing and maintaining a
new one, I feel that most citizens of the city would not even use it. The costs imposed would be
high, I am sure. If the majority of the people would use an ice area, it would be a different story.
That money could be better spent for something else that all of the citizens could use.
Depends on the final plan and the proposed cost per mill
Taxes are aTready too high. Not a fan of Socialist taxation schemes to distribute my income for me.
Let those that want a Gym join one. Let those that need a conference room rent one.

I would only support a bond/millage within reason - I don’t want our taxes to increase drastically for
this reason. We don’t have children so we would not get a lot of use out of the facilities.
Just not as aggressive as the last one!
I feel other communities have accessed various grant & government entities which should be used
vs increased taxes.
I feel the money that would be raised would be better put into permanently fixing the water
infrastructure in our community. Every day there is a notice (on Facebook,no less) of a broken pipe
somewhere in Berkley. I feel that a permanent solution should be addressed before all these pipes
cannot be patched anymore.

Not sure I would ever use the space.
Ice arena
The statements in #7 do not list the option of an expanded community center and ice arena. Is this
not an option?

I am voting no because this city can not support an ice arena. The fees to use the facility should be
paying to maintain it. A bond to improve the water/sewer or other essential services, I am for it.
We need infrastructure. That is essential. The community center is a want not a need. People
have only so much money in their household budgets. Taxes are already too high. I don’t know
how younger people can afford their taxes now.
Too many taxes. Our money has been wasted on the following, a study to change the city’s
emblem, what buildings need to be updated, over 200,000.00
I would support if you design something that would benefit all age groups in the community.
We need to make cuts other places.
I would never use it.
this survey should have measured bond millage amount tolerance for homeowners
We have a strong community and I think this would bring more families to our city.
Taxes are already too high - and they keep getting raised. If taxpayers have to shell out money -

would rather it be for improved roads and sewer - TRUE needs of the city.

I think it’s important for our residents to have a place to go and attract young new residents.
Nothing better than hearing a child laugh. Couple a millage with fund raisers and make it happen

I think the option to build an expanded community center without an ice arena would be bad.
Against raising taxes, bond ok, millage,no.
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Just had mileage increase for schools
I support a small mileage to rebuild the community center. Not the ice arena. Sell the ice arena and
let someone else deal with the problems.
Depends on the price and scope of work
Taxes are already high
A better community with more amenities attracts a wider variety of ages for our residents.
We just did for schools
I don’t plan to be living in Berkley more than 5 years from now.
Depends upon the amount and what the designated purpose would be.

I do not have youth aged children, but I did spend 75 years as a school teacher working in this area
and believe that Oakland County in general offers more opportunities both through school teams,
travel sports and private dance studios and clubs than anywhere else in Michigan. I think parents
in Oakland County who want their children to have these experiences have both the means and
local availability to make them happen without a home town based solution. An ice rink is a
specialty resource, usable only by those that enjoy ice. It’s a pretty specific target audience to ask
the general population to support. I’d rather see something like the boys and girls cTub that Royal
Oak has, a Civic center like Troy, or more advanced Senior Citizen center like Madison heights
has. I could financially get behind that sort of tax increase.
increased taxes
I would not personally benefit from it.
I think that offering a space for sports is nice...but we already have areas in the schools dedicated
to sports. I would like t see the community building utilized...but I do not want to pay additional
funds for that. We already saw our taxes increase for a school millage.
If we cannot find a viable use for the buildings, then we should sell them -or rent them to a private
company that can renovate them.
The last proposal for these activities became HUGE as a project to make officials pretend Berkley
was an upper class town that belied the small town, middle class city that we are and enjoy. I would
support a millage if the powers that be would remember who we are and not use it as an
opportunity to feed their egos.

strongly support millage increase for this and any police money needed to help them do there
jobs. No I am not related to any officers in this city, but a safe city helps all of us and a place to
play sports keeps restless youngster out of trouble. Just my opinion hope it helps.
I will gladly pay more bonds or millage to fund this. Especially if there is an outdoor pool
Don’t use
I would not support a new ice rink, as it is not something that is used by a majority of the citizens...
especially for the price that it talks to run and operate!
I doNot have childrenand feel as though I pay enough taxes for something I don’t get any benefit
from
I feel this was neglected and I already struggle to keep up with cost of millage already in place. I
would be in favor to offering my services in providing labor to offset the costs however I realize the
city woulfreluctant to allow that but feel citizens providing some if not most of the labor would give
best chance for job done correctly and a way for citizens to take back the pride of a facility build to
last.
Dont need my taxes to go up and up again
It depends on what was/is being done with the current funding. What is it being used for?
The previous bond issue was ridiculously high. We cannot afford a $15M facility. A
REASONABLE bond issue may pass. Otherwise, get rid of the hockey Arena, unless it can
generate the funds to be rebuilt on it’s own.
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Trump rebuilt the Wollman ice rink in New York for a fraction of the cost the City of New York had
already paid. Please read Chapter 12 of the book ‘The Art of the Deal” by President Elect Donald
Trump. It explains how to do it. Don’t use freon, use a brine solution like he did and Brunswick
uses.
If there were to be a bond/millage, I would need to see a plan as to what the bond would be going
to and how that would improve upon the current slate of activities at the Center
We all ready pay enough in taxes to cover it. Use are money we give you wisely
I do not want taxes increased. Please find the funds without increasing taxes, spending on foolish
items needs to stop. Over 40 thousand for library light bulbs and over 100k for the ice areana lights
are a few examples. Look at what funding could be cut and don’t use the scare tactics of cutting all
the fire and police.
Spread it out over the entire population and they will take ownership and pride. I’d be more in favor
of fixing the streets, water and sewers first. The neglect is palpable.
Our taxes are high enough
I do not use either of these and I feel there are more important issues that my tax money should go
towards.
I am undecided. My concern is that additional taxes may price some people out of Berkley. I also
DO NOT want a situation whee I am paying more in taxes and then can’t take advantage of the new
facility without out paying more fees. It would be ok to pay to rent a kitchen. It’s another to have to
pay to use exercise equipment.
I do not use the center, and already pay high taxes as is.
Fixed Income. med. care
Would need to know amount and especially what they decided they were building before saying
whether or not I would support it.
Because I don’t trust our city council or city hall to spend the money appropriately
I would like to See the rec center and the ice arena be seperate issues. Every time there is
something brought up about the rink the city lumps the rec center on top of the rink.
I do not support any bond without a plan of action. Blindly supporting an idea on principle is
rediculous. Give me a plan to support or vote against
Costly to seasonal
I probably would...if it wasn’t for the current Planning Commission and City Council. But I will just
wait and see what is proposed. You cant ask me if I will or will not support something, without
seeing any kind of project ideas.
Oakland county taxes are already so high on homeowner residents. Families that make up your
community.
Depends on cost to taxpayer
depends on the proposed millage amount,,
Depends on the cost and plans
I’m broke and can’t skate.
Depends on specifics not available currently. I think most everyone would need details before
I/they could possibly answer that.
I am continuously shocked by how poorly this community is managed. This is a disaster waiting to
happen, I have no doubt the project would go way over budget and the citizens would end up
footing the bill for the overages. Can we please fix the sewer systems before we worry about a
community center?!?!?!? I am so tired of having to worry about my basement flooding every time it
rains.
The taxes coming in from new construction should be enough to cover without millage

I have one of the highest home values in Berkley... my taxes are already too compatible to Royal
Oak. I do not have children to use any of these services, but I do support them.
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I’d like to see the other improvements that are NEEDED in necessary muni buildings be completed
first before any bonds or millages are considered for the community center. I wholely agree and
hope to see it rebuilt in the future but I feel Berkley has a lot on its plate with other things I’ve heard
about other buildings that should be addressed first.
Property taxes and home prices are too high already.
Our taxes continue to rise and our income does not.
It would have to be for Berkley citizens only. At one time, it was being discussed to allow
surrounding area residents to “purchase” memberships at a higher tate. No!! Berkley only.
Taxes are rising with increasing values of homes with current milage The property I own was
purchased a year ago and my taxes are ridiculously high already
In would only support the bond if it included an ice arena.
We are overtaxed now and do not need additional taxes or fees.
Our family has lived in Berkley for almost a decade and we have voted yes for every milage and yet
it never seems to be enough. Now after seeing the massive waste of money on the bricks at 12
mile and Coolidge intersection and what happened with 2015 master plan amendment that led to
the form based code show down I regret to say our household will be voting no on any additional
tax increases until there is a change in city staff or a significant improvement in management of our
tax dollars.

I prefer my taxes to not go up for something I wouldn’t use. Charge to park at the community center
so people that would use it would be the ones paying for it. Charge to use the community center.

My level of trust in city government is low right now and I do not believe I would be willing to
support a bond for this especially knowing that we may need one to pay for infrastructure issues.
In theory I fully support this it’s just the timing. A year ago I would have been in support and maybe
after I know the outcome of the infrastructure issues I would be willing to pay for this
16 million is waaay to much!
Yes as long as plan is clearly explained and is also able to generate its own revenue
What is the need for these

Any millage should be pay as you go, no long term debt service that pays for outdated facilities.
no more ice - too expensive to maintain
with all the new larger homes being built we have an expanded tax base. we already have vacant
facilities in our schools, let’s figure out how to use them
We went because of the ice arena but it would be nice if there were other activities especially for
teenagers!!! Depends on how much the bond/millage is. I want to be able to afford to live in my
home as a single mom it isn’t easy.

This is a small community that seems to have grandiose ideas about what should be available.
There have been multiple millage increases in the past ten years and adding more will make the
city undesirable because it will become too expensive for people on fixed incomes. There are
plenty of privately owned facilities available for most of these sports related activities.
My support is dependent upon what is going to be built.

I would need to see how it is written and what it includes before I could say if I would support it.
Only if I knew I could afford to use the new facility.
It would depend on the amount. I feel we pay quite a bit of money for our water bills for an
antiquated system with lots of water main breaks. Including one in front of our house right now! So
I wouldn’t want another huge bill.

.çX — 4
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Despite multiple millage increases over the past few years and rising tax bases from the demolition
of affordable housing replaced by high-priced, big-footprint housing I feel city services have not
improved and money has not been spent wisely.
You don’t provide a general comment section so let me use this comment box to say the following:
The current activity center and rink are old and outdated and the ice rink is an eye sore. Whatever
you do, start from scratch or take it down to the studs. A state of the art community center and ice
rink would be a big draw for young families.
There is much more needed info before a bond/millage vote and rushing just to get it on ballot
would interest me.
Depends on the millage costs.
I don’t want to tax myself out of the city. I enjoy living here.
I can’t afford more taxes
I have never used the community center.
I am a senior living on social security and my taxes are already high; I have lived in Berkley for 3
years and have never used the community center or the ice rink. My medicare BCN Advantage
rates have now surpassed what my monthly income is why don’t you tax the developers who are
making huge profits on the new houses that are being built.
I never used the Ice Arena, and don’t see a proposal for something i’d be interested in using.

I do not currently live in Berkley. If I were to move back, I would fully support a millage or bond.
I would support it if there was no charge for the use for city residents
Because we all have to live within our judges and plan for maintaince and upkeep. The city of
berkley is not managing their funds.
The last time a bond was suggested, it was a large increase and was turned down by the
community, I think the economy has improved and some bond measure could pass, but please
keep it reasonable.

Berkley is run by people dazzled by all the shinies around them. They waste money, doing studies
about things that tell us they have no plans to go forward with, they just wanted to know what they
‘could’ do. They plan a cool intersection, and then pay to have it done and redone ad nauseum, all
Berkley money down the drain. I don’t for 1 minute think they could do a new community center/ice
arena right. We would be stuck paying and repaying for this thing into the 23rd century. Remember
these are the people who said it would cost 360 million dollars to build or build not one just a few
years ago and that didn’t include the operating expenses.

A splash pad and enhancement of the adjacent park with play structure would be great! And
perhaps access to/better access to the track around the nearby football field could be provided

I think city planning should include a sinking fund keep facilities in proper condition. The ice arena
and community center seem to have been neglected. How the original structure cannot stand the
test of time is concerning. If we build a new facility please build itto last. The high school and
Angell elementary seem to have held up much longer than the ice arena. Use bricks!
Our tax rate is much too high after the new school bond. I supported the school bond. With the
increase in the tax base as a result of the New Construction you should have funds available
without additional taxes. I moved from Berkley to Berkley and my taxes more than tripled. Seek
naming rights try alternatives other than more taxes.
I would support a bond/millage once I read the details. If it is a lot of money per house it probably
won’t make sense. Taxes are already high.
I support rebuilding and expanding the community center but we still need the ice arena.
Would need to see costs and benefits.
We have no interest in using the community center
Current budget should be utilized.
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QUESTION # 8

My income is fixed and I cannot afford it.
The bond failed a few years ago. How will you improve this to make it more viable?

I think we have to be careful about outpricing our community for those already living here on fixed
incomes...having seniors in our community is important and incomes need to be considered.
Depends on what would be chosen to be done
Do agree but would want to see detailed cost estiments and features prior to approval for each area
of improvement,
As I stated in the survey we don’t need the added expenses upkeep alone is costly. You end up
building a arena for a profit company to run. We still have bonds to pay off from the road millage
and school renovations.
Tax increase
no interested in taxes, charge those who use.
Depends on the specifics of the bond/millage
Residents of Berkley have seen continued wasted tax dollars by the city. I will NOT support any
bond or millage until I the city of Berkley stop wasting the funds they do have. (I will and have
always supported our schools, police and fire).
As someone who has moved into a new home, I’ve watched the taxes go from 1500 on the house
that was torn down, to over 7K in our new build. These new builds are happening all over the city,
where is that tax money going? This would make me a little apprehensive to vote for an additional
tax.
No longer a Berkley resident
Just so tired of taxing the homeowners for EVERYTHING
Why did berkley wait so long to have three major facilities failing at once? This needs to be better
managed I the future. Also instead of all being covered by a mileage can some of the funds be
raised from private groups? I am willing to pay for nice things for a community center but it can’t be
all done by residents. Think outside of the ‘more tax’ box please.
I do not see an ice rink being a need for majority of the community.
I would not support spending money to rebuild the ice rink.
Bond/mileage recently passed for school improvement.
Our $$ should be going to improving the delapidated sidewalks and residential streets
The bond/millage language needs to be extremely specific as to how the money is dedicated and
exactly what will be the results, i.e the building plans. Also, none of these funds are to be made
available to the city’s general fund from which they could be potentially pulled for other uses. I will
NOT support any bond or millage without language outlining these detailed restrictions as to how
monies are spent.
It must be reasonable and NOT a pie in the sky plan.

I would absolutely love to have an expanded community center that was more than wha we have.
However, I think the first thing that needs to be addressed via a bond/millage would be to fix city
infrastructure, such as sewer, roads, etc. I would hope that to rebuild the community center, we
could secure private funding from Metro Detroit Area partners, before turning to public funding.
While I’m not crazy about having another millage or bond, since we just passed something help the
schools, if we need to do another one, it should focus on sewers and roads.
We tried for a millage/bond for this a few years ago and it was too expensive to pass. I think that a
scaled down version of a bond for a community center akin to Huntington Woods’ facility without
the pool may pass. I love the idea of a pool, but it is too expensive and we have access to the hs
pool
I would support a mileage that had enough land to properly build and have ample parking for a new
facility that included a pool. That was a well designed and thought out facility to handle the
demands - Right now only a small fraction of residents use the current facility due to its aging
condition and limitations.
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QUESTION # 8

If the bond/millage does not include an ice rink, all voting members in my house will not vote for it.
That rink is the backbone of this community.
I have supported every single bond/millage since 1964. I have raised children here. With what is
happening in MY BERKLEY has I knew it ...no more!
Bc out rate is fine where it is. We are going to price ourselves right out of the best places to live.
Ppl in the $400k houses are already paying 7k a year. Anyone who recent bought a $200k 50s
bungalow is also paying a fair share for services. It is always the people who have a SEV of 65k
who are excited to raise the mills Bc it doesn’t impact them as much. If ucould raise $$$$
equally I’d probably support everything. That’s not the case everyone who has been around
for 20 years pays a 1/3.
I question the city’s ability to manage funds. The arena was expected to last 25 years and now is
40 years old. Wasn’t a budget in place for annual maintenance? If so, where is that “extra” money
for the 15 years over it’s expected life?
The current taxes have been raised enough and any improvements needs to be kept within the
current budget.
Bond for all around community center, yes. No bond for ice arena because its too expensive and i
dont believe the revenue would be enough.
Until I see the plan, I’m not willing to say definitively that I support a millage. Also I’m concerned
that this survey doesn’t ask us if we favor repairing the roads, sewers, City Hall over replacing the
Community Center and Ice Arena. Roads and sewers are a NECESSITY, Ice Arenas and
Community Centers are not.
My support is tentative until there is a concrete plan and time table.

My spouse will take the survey later but we’ll have the same address. It is unclear if both our voices
will be counted.
See previous comments.

If would have to be a bond I agree with. I voted yes on last pool/fitness center combo. Would again

I would support a tax increase if memberships and facility use were free or significantly discounted.
I may revisit this later after I do more research.
First would like to see our infrastructure solid before adding the “frosting”.
To fund the rebuilding project.
There are other critical improvements that could necsitate a mileage/bond funding and my pocket
book can only handle so much
As of right now, we need a rool! We pay lots to go else where to swim and I would be happy to
have that go towards a new millage... I would not support an ice arena... and I would support a very
small millage for an expanded rec center... but it could not be a significant increase, unless a pool
was within the scope plan.

I would need more info on the bond being proposed and the impact on our taxes. I have heard there
will be additional bond/millages for roads and infrastructure. I am concerned about our taxes being
raised too much. I do not want to be taxed out of Berkley. This survey is very vague.
Taxes are already very high in Berkley
Whether we support this depends on the amount of the bond/millage and what amenities would be
included.

It all depends on what the city wants to do with it. Hopefully this survey will put a direction on it.
Our taxes have increased over $1000 per year since moving to Berkley. We cant afford anotger
increase when our taxes are currently more than nearby cities like Royal Oak. Higher taxes distract
buyers from moving here...
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QUESTION # 8

I have no desire to pay even more taxes merely to support extra amenities. My Wife attends a
Zumba class, and that’s the only thing we’ve ever used the community center for in the last ten
years.
Not alot please. Many fixed income residents.
Tax dollars are not and have not been spent wisely. We seem to pay exhorbanent amounts of
monies toward manager and finance directors salaries, only to watch them ignore simple
maintenance issues to avoid major disasters such as we are facing now, then move on to other
cities for bigger salaries, while our problems are still here. If monies would have been allocated
then spent on proper upkeep/maintenance all along, we would not be in the predicament we are in.
How about some accountability?
It will really depend on what the cost and final plans are. At this time there are a few too many
infrastructure projects that take priority over rebuilding an ice rink that serves very few. Although I
am a hockey fan the numbers need to make sense,

1)1 do not support a new ice arena at all. The only way I would have a more favorable opinion is if
a private investor is willing to take on nearly all of the construction costs and maintain the
operations. It is far too expensive to build, costly to operate, and does not provide a substantial
public benefit.

2)1 grew up here and I rarely visited the Community Center/Ice Arena as a child. The only time I
go to the community center is to vote or for city events. Unlike the library, I do not see many people
using the Community center, but that of course is just my experience. That is why I am not seeing
the public benefit of expanding the building. I would need to see some examples of how an
expanded Community Center would benefit the city and how much use it would get.

3) Affordability is one of Berkley’s main draws. There are other critical infrastructure problems that
need to be addressed before a new community center is considered.
For the youth center but not for the money to be moved elsewhere
Unable to say without any details of how much and how money would be spent.
I would need to see concrete, detailed drawings and plans for what is being proposed. I would
need to know how much this would cost a resident/family beyond the tax increase. I would need to
know what the plain for maintaining the facilities is.
Depends on size of millage- proposal needed for review by public
As an owner of a new-build, my taxes are already quite high. Berkley should research alternative
funding sources instead of bond/millages
Details, concern that it may be a big burden on many, and many won’t ever use it.
Less is more.
I will support roads only at this point!!!!!!
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